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Why Use Games to Learn?
● Engaging
● Purposeful & repeated practice
● Strategic thinking
● Independent
● Choice & variety



EArly Learning
● Counting to 10

● Sorting & Describing
● Addition & Subtraction



Sort It
Decide how to sort the cards (color, suit, or 
numbers).

Deal out all cards.

Take turns drawing cards from your pile 
and placing them into the appropriate 
group.



Counting to 10
Lay out cards Ace through 10 in order.  

Have your child count out the number of buttons to 
match the number on each card

Variations:

● Easier - place the buttons directly on top of the 
symbol

● More challenging - Mix up the order of numbers



Basic Number Battle (War)
Use cards Ace through 10.

Deal out all the cards evenly among players.

Each player turns over their top card at the same time.  The card 
with the greater value wins the round and that player takes all the 
cards played.

If the values are the same, flip over the next cards and compare 
their values to determine the winner of the round.

The person who acquires all the cards wins the game.

Variation: Play with dice instead of cards and tally how many 
rounds each player wins.



Make 10
Using cards 1 (Ace) through 9, lay out an array of cards.

Take turns finding combinations of cards whose sum is 10.  

The player with the most combinations wins.

Variations:
● The player with the most cards wins.
● Choose a different target sum.



Domino Addition
Choose one domino and find the sum of 
the two sides.

Dice Addition
Roll two dice and find the sum.



Target Number
Designate a target number between 1 and 10.

Find dominoes that have a total number of dots 
equal to the target number.

Write equations to represent adding the dots.  Be 
sure to turn the dominoes around to write all 
possible equations.



Flip and Roll
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10 and one die.

Flip over one card.  Roll the die.  Add the two 
values to find the sum.

Write an equation to represent the problem.

Variation:

Use cards 6 through 10 and one die.  Create 
subtraction equations and find the difference.



Primary Grades
● Counting to 100

● Addition & Subtraction



Hundred Chart Cover Up
Cover a number on the hundred 

chart with a coin or button.  

Ask, “What number is covered?  
How do you know?”



4-in-a-Row on the Hundred Chart
Using different colors, players take turns placing numbers in their 
correct spot on the hundred chart until it is completely full.  

Your goal is to make more 4-in-a-rows (horizontal, vertical, or 
diagonal) than your partner.

Variations:

● Easier - Have a completed hundred chart available for 
reference

● More challenging - use a range of 100 numbers beyond just 
1-100 (i.e. try 230 to 330)



Place Value Number Battle
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 9.

Deal out all the cards evenly among players.

Decide whether to play the game building numbers in the tens, hundreds, or 
thousands place.  

To begin, each player turns over enough cards to build a number to the designated 
place value .  Use the cards to build a number with the greatest possible value.  
The player who has the greatest value wins the round.  That player takes all the  
cards from the round as theirs.

If the values are the same, flip over another set of cards and compare their values 
to determine the winner of the round.

Continue with rounds in this way until one person has all of the cards and wins 
the game.



Odd-Even Race
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10.

Place one odd numbered card and one even numbered card in the center of the table.  Deal out the rest of the deck.

Players race to get rid of all of their cards by placing their odd number cards on the odd stack and the even number 
cards on the even stack.

The first player to correctly get rid of all of their cards wins.



One More, One Fewer Race (Speed)
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10.  

Between 2 players, place two piles of five cards face down with 2 single cards placed face down 
between the piles.

Deal out the rest of the cards between the players.  Pick up 5 cards to hold and view in your hand.

To begin, flip over both cards single cards.  Either player can play a card from his hand onto either 
of the two playing piles by placing a card that is one more or one fewer than the card that is on the 
top of the pile.

Each time a card is played, you can pick up a new card from your extras so that you always have 
five cards in your hand.

If neither player can play a card on either pile, refresh each pile with a new card from the 5-card 
piles on either side.  

The first player to be out of cards wins!



Close to 20
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10.

Deal out six cards face up.

Use any combination of two or three 
cards to make a sum as close to 20 as 
possible.



Addition Number Battle
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10.

Deal out all the cards evenly among players.

To begin, each player turns over two cards.  Find the sum.  The player 
who has the greatest sum wins the round.  That player takes all the  
cards from the round as theirs.

If the sums are the same, flip over another set of cards and compare 
their sums to determine the winner of the round.

Continue with rounds in this way until one person has all of the cards 
and wins the game.

Variation: Use dominoes instead of cards.  Each player flips a domino, 
adds the dots from the two sides of the domino, and the player with 
the greatest sum wins the round and takes the dominoes. 



Subtraction Number Battle
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10.

Deal out all the cards evenly among players.

To begin, each player turns over two cards.  Find the difference 
between the larger and smaller value.  The player who has the 
smallest difference wins the round.  That player takes all the  
cards from the round as theirs.

If the differences are the same, flip over another set of cards 
and compare their differences to determine the winner of the 
round.

Continue with rounds in this way until one person has all of the 
cards and wins the game.



Intermediate & middle Grades
● Addition & Subtraction
● Multiplication & Division

● Fractions



Close to 100
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10.

Deal out six cards face up.

Use any four cards to make two 2-digit 
numbers with a sum as close to 100 as 
possible.



Multiplication Number Battle
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10.

Deal out all the cards evenly among players.

To begin, each player turns over two cards.  Find the product.  The 
player who has the greatest product wins the round.  That player 
takes all the  cards from the round as theirs.

If the products are the same, flip over another set of cards and 
compare their products to determine the winner of the round.

Continue with rounds in this way until one person has all of the 
cards and wins the game.

Variation: Use dominoes instead of cards.  Multiply the number of 
dots on one side of the domino by the number of dots on the other 
side.  The player with the greatest product wins the round and takes 
the dominoes.  



Fraction Number Battle
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10 and two pencils.

Deal out all the cards evenly among players.

To begin, each player turns over two cards creating the numerator and 
denominator of a fraction.  The player who has the greatest fraction wins 
the round.  That player takes all the  cards from the round as theirs.

If the values of the fractions are the same, flip over another set of cards 
and compare the new fractions to determine the winner of the round.

Continue with rounds in this way until one person has all of the cards and 
wins the game.

Variation: Use dominoes instead of cards with one side of the domino 
becoming the numerator and the other side becomes the 
denominator.  The player with the greatest fraction wins the round 
and takes the dominoes.  



Ordering Fractions
Use dominoes as fractions, with one side of the 
domino becoming the numerator and the other 
side becomes the denominator.

Choose five dominoes randomly.  Order the 
fractions from least to greatest or greatest to 
least.



Integer Number Battle
Use cards Ace through 10.

Deal out all the cards evenly among players.  Black cards are positive 
numbers and red cards are negative numbers.

To begin, each player turns over two cards.  Find the sum.  The player who 
has the greatest sum wins the round.  That player takes all the  cards from 
the round as theirs.

If the sums are the same, flip over another set of cards and compare their 
sums to determine the winner of the round.

Continue with rounds in this way until one person has all of the cards and 
wins the game.

Variation: Use other operations- subtraction, multiplication or division.



Hit the Target
Use cards 1 (Ace) through 10.

Select a target number from 1 to 30.  Then 
deal five cards to each player, face up.  The 
object is to make a number sentence using all 
five cards with any operations to reach the 
target number.

Target: 20



Coordinate Pairs
Use a blank coordinate grid and dominoes.

Select a domino.  One side is the x-coordinate; the other 
side is the y-coordinate.  Plot the point.

Repeat several times.  

Variation: Connect the dots to make a unique design.



Thank You!


